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KTM
SUPER DUKE 1290 GT

The 1290 Super Duke R got us
thinking. What if we could match
The Beast’s interstellar
performance to all day, two-up
comfort? What if we would train
the most dynamic naked bike
ever to race any paved road the
world has on offer? Regardless of
the weather. Over and over
again. So we brought out the big
guns, aiming for state-of-the-art
ergonomics, electronics and
extreme stamina. The result is a
long distance V-twin rocket that
proudly roars past the top of the
food chain, hungry for more. For
miles. The faster, the better. A
motorcycle that is equally happy
hunting horizons, as it is chasing
superbikes. And crushing them –
not only at cruising speeds.
Welcome to the world of the
1290 Super Duke GT, where
refinement, comfort, speed and
ultimate performance rule.

Technical details
Dimensions (wheelbase):  1482
Seat height / Ground clearance:  835 / 141
Weight:  209
Fuel tank capacity:  23
Fuel consumption (l/100 km):  5.99
CO2 emission (g/km):  139
Cooling type:  Liquid-cooled
Engine capacity cmᶟ:  1301
Engine torque:  141
Cylinder / Cylinder diameter:  2 / 108 x 71
Stroke / Compression ratio:  4 / 13.6:1
Starter:  Elektric
Transmission:  MT6
Front suspension travel:  125
The rear suspension travel:  156

The front brake / The rear brake:  
2 x Brembo monoblock four-piston radial fixed
calliper, brake discs, floating Ø 320 mm / Rear
brake Brembo twin-piston fixed calliper / Disc Ø
240 mm
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Price starting from: 19975 EUR
Price with VAT. Price is shown only for informative purposes and may be changed without
notification.


